
Show Flow Greenfield Central 
*Once we arrive at Greenfield Central* 

 
This Show Flow is a step by step process of how we get the ensemble from the Truck, to Holding, to Warm-up, to Pre-Stage, 
to the Gym, and back out to the Truck.  This whole process will take about 1.5 hours. 
 

1) Unload truck (30 min)  get equipment in this order: 
*Front of line* 
Tarp 
Props set up with battery equipment 
Front Ensemble 
*Back of line* 

 
2) Transit to warm-up (2 min) 

 
3) Warm-up (18 min) 

 
4) Exit warm-up area, get back into original order (*see step 1) 

 
5) Wait for group to exit gym  

 
6) Pre-stage inside gym behind curtain (9 min) 

 
7) Last group is done, wait for them to finish, then move our stuff in behind them (? min? Less than 3) 

***DO NOT CROSS TIMING LINE UNTIL TOLD TO*** 
a) Stack props in back of gym 
b) Battery unfold back half of tarp 
c) Set up props 

 
8) Cross Timing Line (our time starts) 

a) Front ensemble sets up in less than 2 minutes 
b) Battery finish setting props and help front ensemble, do a quick sound check 
c) Set opening set of show, and show starts after announcement of our name 

 
9) Performance Begins (5 min) 

 
10) Parents, Friends and Family: CLAP AND CHEER for your students during the show!  This is where you can really 

help by encouraging everyone to enjoy our show more.  Be respectful of others around you but also if you really 
like something we do, show us by cheering for our awesome LTWP students :-)  

a) Recording: recording is not allowed per IPA policies.  We will receive a recording of our show for review 
from IPA, please follow this rule to show respect for our show hosts.  

 
11) Performance ends, Ethan gives the ensemble the signal to move 

 
12) Get all equipment across timing line, our time stops (1 min) 

a) Front ensemble gets out the door first, and does not stop until it reaches the truck 
b) Battery puts drums in tarp folding hallway, comes back ASAP to pick up tarp 
c) Parents and staff get props off the tarp and get them lowered and draped over to move out quickly 
d) Battery “halfs” the tarp and “snakes” it out to hallway to get onto cart 
e) Props follow front ensemble, Battery follows props to truck 

 
13) Everyone helps load until complete 

 
14) Wrap up meeting with Mr. Entin at truck 


